OCTOBER 2020
FALL FORESTRY & WILDLIFE FIELD TOURS

JOIN US FOR A FIRST-HAND LOOK AT SUCCESSFUL WOODLAND AND WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

• Halifax Co. – Oct. 2
• Carroll/Grayson Cos. – Oct. 9
• Clarke County – Oct. 16
• King William Co. – Oct. 23

ON-LINE REGISTRATION IS OPEN
$25/PERSON; $40/COUPLE – INCLUDES BOXED LUNCH
HTTPS://FORESTUPDATE.FREC.VT.EDU

The tours will be 100% outdoors. Registration will be limited to ensure adequate physical distancing. All attendees will drive their personal vehicles - no transportation will be offered. Hand washing and/or sanitizing supplies will be made available. Boxed lunches will be provided. Additional conditions may apply depending on current Virginia COVID-19 mandates.